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Abstract
The EU AI Act proposal addresses, among other applications, AI systems that enable facial classification
and emotion recognition. As part of previous work, we have investigated how citizens deliberate about
the validity of AI-based facial classifications in the advertisement and the hiring contexts (N = 3745).
In our current research, we extend this investigation by collecting laypeople’s ethical evaluations of
facial analysis AI in Japan, Argentina, Kenya and the United States (N ~4000). Our project serves as a
motivation to ask how such cross-cultural AI ethics perspectives can inform EU policymaking regarding
AI systems, which enable facial classification and emotion recognition. We refer to suggestions on
achieving policy impact and aim to discuss this topic space with workshop participants.
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1. Contextualization of facial analysis AI and the EU’s AI Act

In computer vision AI ethics, a key challenge is to determine how digital systems should classify
human faces in images. In response, there has been an ongoing interdisciplinary scholarly debate
about normative guidelines that inform policymaking for facial classification. A number of
research papers, including research contributions from the FAccT community [e.g., 1, 2, 3], have
highlighted ethical challenges with regard to computer vision AI inferences. At the same time,
facial analysis AI techniques have become more pervasive and attempt to derive a broad range
of characteristics from faces such as demographics, emotion expression as well as personality
traits. With our empirical work, we study the public perception of facial analysis systems and
aim to inform AI policymaking. In our discussion we focus, in particular, on the AI Act proposal
[4], which addresses these systems and can, therefore, serve as a suitable policymaking use
case.
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In the amendments to the AI Act proposal, members of the European Parliament have
criticized facial analysis AI pointing out its limited theoretical foundation [5]. Most recently, in
May 2023, their lead committees on the AI Act adopted a draft of compromise amendments [6]
for the European Commission’s AI Act proposal [4]. The amendments propose to add to the
list of prohibited AI practices the use of “[b]iometric categorisation systems using sensitive
characteristics” and “[e]motion recognition systems in law enforcement, border management,
workplace, and educational institutions” [7]. While gaps remain, these amendments respond to
demands by civil society organizations that have been pushing for amendments to the AI Act
proposal to better protect the fundamental rights of citizen [e.g., 8, 9]. In contrast, the Council
of the European Union suggests an additional transparency obligation to inform natural persons
when exposed to emotion recognition systems [10]. The members of the European Parliament
are expected to vote on the amendments in June 2023 (marking the end of the Parliament’s first
reading [11]), before entering inter-institutional negotiations (trilogue) with the Council of the
European Union and the European Commission to debate over the final details of the act [12].

2. Our findings on citizens’ perceptions of reasonable inferences

Results from our research studies on the public’s perception of the ethics of facial analysis AI
support the amendments suggested by the European Parliament [6], in that the majority of
participants in our studies reject the use of AI systems that categorize people based on inferred
protected or sensitive attributes and emotion expression in high-risk application areas [13, 14].
Our previous work investigated how laypeople and AI competent people deliberate about the
validity of AI-based facial classifications in the advertisement and the hiring application contexts
[13, 14]. We found that US laypeople (N = 3745) reject facial AI inferences such as trustworthiness
and likability in both contexts. In contrast, they show more agreement with inferences such as
skin color or gender in the low-stakes advertisement than in the high-stakes hiring context.
Analyzing 29,760 written justifications using the transformer-based language model roBERTa,
we found that laypeople assess the ethical status of a facial AI inference based on whether they
think faces warrant sufficient or insufficient evidence for an inference (evidentialists) or whether
making the inference results in beneficial or detrimental outcomes (pragmatists) [13]. We found
further support for these results in a second study with AI-competent participants from Germany
[14]. Our studies quantified the normative complexity behind classifying human faces. We also
found justificatory pitfalls that legitimized evidentially invalid facial AI classifications. These
justifications reflected an over-confidence in AI capabilities, while others appealed to narratives
of bias-free technological decision-making or cited the pragmatic benefits of facial analysis for
decision-making contexts in advertisement or hiring. Thus, contrary to popular justifications
for facial classification technologies among more technology-focused communities, these results
suggest that there is no such thing as a “common sense” facial classification that accords simply
with a general, homogeneous “human intuition.”

Research on the ethics of AI commonly focuses on a largely WEIRD (Western, educated,
industrialized, rich, and democratic) [15, 16] participant pool and pays little attention to voices
from other cultures. In ongoing work, we add such missing cross-cultural perspectives and extend
the research project to an analysis of laypeople’s justifications of facial AI classification from



Japan, Argentina, Kenya, and the USA (N ~4000). Across all countries, survey participants were
recruited from urban areas with more than half a million inhabitants to ensure comparability
between the country samples. We aimed at understanding whether cultural commonalities and
differences in the ethical evaluation of facial AI classifications exist. Moreover, we ran several
qualitative analysis workshops with researchers from these countries and researchers who have
lived in these countries to discuss cultural specifics and cross-cultural commonalities in the
context of face perception and classifications. We believe our research can, in principle, support
critical policymaking by documenting cross-cultural perceptions and judgments of computer
vision AI classification projects with the goal of developing ethical digital systems that work in
the public’s interest.

3. Informing EU policymaking

With regard to the impact of our research, we pose the following question: How can cross-cultural
perspectives on the ethics of facial analysis AI inform EU policymaking?

When we rolled out this research project in 2019 our main interest was to explore how citizens
think and deliberate about AI that classifies faces in diverse contexts. However, we did not
cocreate our research question with policymakers (see [17] for cocreation of research questions
for a policy context) and conducted our research with less of an emphasis on policymaking.
Post the research phase, if the uptake of evidence in policymaking was defined as a goal, the
question arises of how research results could be meaningfully ’translated’ in order to be useful
evidence to EU policymakers.

To produce our research results, we deployed an embedded research design and analyzed
data using mixed methods by integrating qualitative and quantitative data. Our mixed-methods
studies, despite “only” consulting citizens and not involving them in a more participatory
manner [18], are able to demonstrate the complexity of ethical justifications (qualitatively) as
well as indicate preferences for rejecting facial analysis AI for certain inferences and application
areas (quantitatively). Our approach is a relatively straightfoward method to obtain nuanced
insights into the perceptions of citizens across geographic regions. As such, our approach
can, in principle, provide policymakers quick access to citizens’ perspectives and uncover a
(de)legitimization of specific technologies and/or related policies by society.

Besides the value of high-quality evidence, achieving policy impact requires strategic planning.
Based on learnings from their Science for Policy 2.0 model that overcomes the science-policy
demarcation tradition, the European Commission’s science service (JRC) formulated sugges-
tions for policy impact planning: to engage relevant audiences with research results, both by
participating in the policymaking environment and by gaining allies through the presentation
of results in nonscientific audiences who spread messages; to build relationships and gather
policy intelligence by understanding “drivers, actors and their different roles, the importance
of timing and appropriate language, and the ways to increase visibility in policy and stake-
holder circles” [19]. A similar summary of suggestions and related discussion is provided by
academics [20]. While evidence on whether these How-Tos necessarily lead to policy impact
is lacking and while How-Tos are not without limitations, it is well known that policymakers
are on the one side confronted with competing information providers representing different



interests in a complex policy environment and on the other side have limited attention and
capacities and are, as all humans, subject to biases [19, 20]. In turn, this highlights the necessity
to speak the language that policymakers pay attention to and understand [19].

Taking up the question why perspectives from citizens outside the EU should be considered
for EU policymaking, we would like to underline that facial classification AI is developed, oper-
ationalized and applied in research and commercial institutions around the world. Analyzing
perspectives from other geographic regions or countries with different levels of technology
adoption can show more comprehensively what impact the technology can have within the
EU and why it is or is not accepted. This also means learning about discriminatory effects on
specific demographic groups that have to be avoided and that may manifest without regula-
tion. We believe the uptake of citizens’ perspectives from outside the EU can enhance ethical
considerations and contribute to inclusive policies that are considerate of the implications of
technologies on diverse societies such as those that constitute the EU.

With regard to the current stage of the AI Act development and given the limited influence
individuals usually have past the first reading of the ordinary legislative process of EU policy-
making [11], we acknowledge that at a later stage of policymaking data is only welcomed if it
is easy to integrate [19]. Given that our findings are in support of the European Parliament lead
committee’s amendments on biometric classification, we perceive it to be timely to provide our
evidence as supporting material for policymakers. We recognize that in the area of biometrics,
both classification and identification, NGOs and societal initiatives have had a leading role in
the early public critique of the AI Act proposal – in most matters successfully. We reflect that
building relationships with policymakers and the policy environment in general or commu-
nicating results takes time and resources that not all researchers might have. Therefore, we
appreciate initiatives that support, first, opening the policy environment to researchers and,
vice versa, opening the academic research environment to policymakers. Second, we appreciate
initiatives that support researchers in acquiring relevant skills to communicate their research
to relevant stakeholders beyond the academic sphere.
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